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Caldes CM7: Website integration guide:  V 3.4         

This document outlines the options for integrating property searches with websites that are not hosted by Caldes.   

Please see www.caldes.co.uk for a list of example websites. 

 

Option A. A searchable list of properties, in an IFrame. 
 

Advantages:         Quick, easy and cheap to develop 
Disadvantages:    Not search engine friendly (But we do have a ‘Property Browser’ module that can be added on.) 

 
1. Definition:   

a. Simple property list with: 
i. Property title, description etc. E.g. Address, location and key information ,price, size. 

ii. A single large photograph (But see below for more images) 
iii. Button to see PDF brochure if there is one 
iv. Optional Link/button to enquiry form for this property 
v. Optional Link/button to view further details.  Click this link to view more details including floor 

plans and additional images. 
b. If more than on page of results is shown then page numbers appear at the top 
c. Not search engine friendly, but this can be overcome with a sitemap 
d. Is embedded within an existing website using an IFRAME 
e. Caldes or Website Designer search (See page 3 & 4 for details): 

i. IFrame Search Option A1. Caldes do the search as well as the results. 
ii. IFrame Search Option A2 * Recommended.  Your website designers do the search section and 

this then sends a request (querystring) to Caldes that brings up the results.  Full API provided. 
2. Example without a search:   http://www.wandsworthopportunities.co.uk  http://www.jpdillon.co.uk/  
3. Example with a search:         http://www.stimpsonseves.co.uk  http://nickbevan.co.uk/propertySearch.html  

 

 

Option B. Fully customisable XML property list 
 
Advantages:         Search Engine Friendly 
Disadvantages:    Time consuming and expensive to develop 

 
1. Definition:  This provides you with the opportunity to be much more flexible with your property results and 

layout, but does require your website designers to have XML expertise. 
Please see http://www.caldessupport.co.uk/images/cms_web_files/CM6_Caldes_ContourXML_data_export.pdf 
for a full spec. 

2. Examples:   http://www.cameronpearson.co.uk  
 

 

Option C. Caldes hosted website 
 
Advantages:         Competitively priced and all from a single supplier experienced in property websites 

 
1. Definition: This provides a much more integrated solution and is our recommended option.  We can copy existing 

websites or build a new site and we will also work with your designer. 
2. Examples:   See http://www.caldes.co.uk/website_design_examples.asp  plus the examples pages for more 

information. 
 

 

http://www.caldes.co.uk/
http://www.wandsworthopportunities.co.uk/
http://www.jpdillon.co.uk/
http://www.stimpsonseves.co.uk/
http://nickbevan.co.uk/propertySearch.html
http://www.caldessupport.co.uk/images/cms_web_files/CM6_Caldes_ContourXML_data_export.pdf
http://www.cameronpearson.co.uk/
http://www.caldes.co.uk/website_design_examples.asp
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION / CLARIFICATION 

 

 We recommend that the property search area is no wider than 990px.   

 The screen is designed to scroll vertically, but not horizontally and we recommend that the height of the 

IFRAME is such that the contents don’t scroll when you get a full page of results (Often 5-10 properties.) 

 Only standard Caldes Enquiry forms will be applied to the site.  Non standard forms require an additional 

charge based upon specification and action.   

 Full property details can be downloaded in PDF form, subject to the PDF having been created / uploaded to 

the back office software. 

 Fonts – To ensure the site looks the same on all browsers a standard font should be used.  Please contact us 

for a list.  Typically this will be Arial. 

 The site will be designed to work and look the same in the latest versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox and 

Safari only.  If these browsers all work correctly then all other browsers should work well. 

 To keep costs from becoming excessive and to maintain the upgradability of sites, all sites will include 

standard Caldes modular tools unless otherwise agreed.  E.g. property search, applicant registration, viewing 

request.  Examples of these can be seen on request.  Tools can be configured to match the look at feel of the 

site.  Additional tools can be added at cost. 

 IFrames are not search engine friendly.  However we do have an additional module which: 

o Creates a search engine friendly sitemap 

o A property browser tool, that creates a single HTML file which can be exported on a regular basis and 

added to your website, whatever its location.  This will allow Google and other websites to find your 

properties.  The specification and cost of this will vary from site to site.  

 

 

 

 

 

PROJECT CHECKLIST 

   

ITEM DESCRIPTION ACTIONED 
BY 

FILE NAME(S) DATE 
SUPPLIED 

COMMENTS 

STAGE A  E.g. mywordfile.doc   

Decide which option to use Client    

Confirm with designers that 
they understand what to do 
and agree costs with 
designers as necessary 

Client 
Caldes 

Designers 
 

   

Pay upfront costs Client    

     

STAGE B     

Start adding properties to 
back-office 

Client    

     

STAGE C     

Supply IFRAME or XML Caldes    

Go live Designers    
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TECHNICAL SECTION – MOSTLY FOR CALDES STAFF 

 

iFrame – the elements that make it work: 

1. The Iframe itself is simply a short bit of HTML code within a webpage that creates a frame / window that 

displays content from a different location (either a property search or property results – examples 

shown later – don’t worry about this yet.) 

 

2. Content – either search results only or a search box. 

 

2.1. The content for 1 above is controlled by links set up in Options 100.7.36.  These links bring up a series of 

mini eBrochures, which look like a set of results (as set up in Options 100.7.2.) 

 

2.2. Results only: These can be horizontal or vertical rows and columns of results. For this to work you must set 

the ‘Frame type’ to ‘Results only.’  Then click the ‘Iframe Version’ URL below the controls for this link 

(save the link first) to preview how it will look. 

 

2.3. Search box and then results: Alternatively you can bring up a search box that will then create results.  For 

this to work, set the ‘Frame type’ to ‘Search only’.  Note that if you choose this option then the results may 

come up in a new window.  This is because they are being sent to a target. So make sure the target is set to 

whatever you want it to be.  The preferred / default name for the results target is ‘cdsearchresults’.  Then 

click the ‘Iframe Version’ URL below the controls for this link (save the link first) to preview how it 

will look.  To see the code you need to make your Iframe work as a single window, see the example Option 

A1 below and then view the source. 

 

3. Drill down to more detail. Once you have searched it is possible to drill down to a second level of detail 

from the results, by linking the first mini eBrochure template to a second template. 
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OPTION A: IFRAME EXAMPLE CODE AND INSTRUCTIONS  

IFrames are not search engine friendly.  However we do have an additional module which creates a search engine 

friendly sitemap and individual search engine friendly pages within your site which will allow Google and other 

websites to find your properties.  The specification and cost of this will vary from site to site. 

 

IFrame Search Option A1.   Uses a built in Caldes search form.   

Very basic working example: http://xp1.caldes.com/extrafiles/bespokeweb/pickering/iframe.html 

When you hand over the code to the website designers, it is probably easier to do this as a completed Iframe.  

Alternatively they can build their own iframes from the code in your iframe.  Here is how you would make the above 

Iframe work on an external website: 

 

<IFRAME  

width=”990px” height=”700 px” align=top  frameborder=0  marginwidth=0  marginheight=0  

scrolling=no NAME="cdiframe"  

SRC="http://xp1.caldes.com/extrafiles/bespokeweb/pickering/iframe.html"  

TITLE="Property Search"> 

<!-- Alternate content for non-supporting browsers --> 

Your browser does not support IFrames. 

</IFRAME> 

 

IFrame Search Option A2* Recommended.  Includes a full API (Application Programming 

Interface) allowing your website designers to develop a bespoke search from and then 

send a ‘query string’ to Caldes to display the results: 

This option will mostly be used by website developers wishing to integrate with the Caldes software because they 

can design their own search form, but use our API and results page, in an IFrame.  This is quicker than developing a 

routine to import XML. 

If you have already been given a search link URL by Caldes, then you can find the API from the link by adding in 

Developer=1 to the query string e.g: 

Case Study:  JP Dillon (they don’t actually use this option currently to search but the example shows how it works) 

http://www.jpdillon.co.uk/property-search.htm  , becomes this in developer mode: 

http://xpp1.caldes.com/black/cSearch/web_search_contour_results.asp?LinkID=34&developer=1 

Caldes staff note:  Go into Options 100.7.36. Set up the link and then click the ‘Results in Developer Mode’ link. This 

provides the results URL, plus help information regarding the current query string options.  From here you may need 

to provide the website designer with codes for the relevant town, locality etc as described on the page shown. 

  

http://xp1.caldes.com/extrafiles/bespokeweb/pickering/iframe.html
http://www.jpdillon.co.uk/property-search.htm
http://xpp1.caldes.com/black/cSearch/web_search_contour_results.asp?LinkID=34&developer=1
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EXAMPLE IFRAME INCLUDING JAVASCRIPT TO JUMP TO TOP OF THE PAGE 

 

Set up your IFrame something like this. Add the javascript somewhere in your html above the IFrame. This jumps the 

parent page back to the top when you change page within the IFrame (e.g. multiple pages of results.) This will work 

across different domains, unlike #top anchors etc.  

 

<script type="text/javascript"> function gotop() { scroll(0,0); } </script>  

 

<IFRAME onload="try { gotop() } catch (e) {}" width=750 height=1200 align=top frameborder=0 marginwidth=0 

marginheight=0 scrolling=no NAME="cdsearchresults" SRC="IFRAME URL GOES HERE" TITLE="Property results"> <!-- 

Alternate content for non-supporting browsers --> Your browser does not support Iframes. </IFRAME> 

 


